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Longwood to Create More
Student Parking Spaces

'Late Night'
Viewing At
Longwood

Fine hikes, funding issues also discussed during special SGA meeting

Library officials defend
soft-core DVD

Patrick Trate
Copy Editor

In response to increased student
demand, Longwood officials are
planning to open up many new
parking spaces for student use,
possibly as early as next week.
"We will be pulling a minimum
of 50 and a maximum of 80
spaces away from faculty/staff
and turning them into student
spaces," explained Longwood
University Police Chief Lowe.
"We hope that students will realize just how serious we are about
their parking concerns," Ixiwe
added. "Pulling spaces away from
faculty is no light matter."
SGA met this week with several Longwood officials to discuss
student concerns regarding parking on campus. Among those
present to talk with SGA were
Dick Bratcher, Vice President of
Facilities Management, Charles
Ia>we, Director of Public Safety
and Chief of Police, and Dr. Tim
Pierson, Vice President of
Student Affairs. After raising
many grievances, SGA members
were told that Longwood has a
plan to better accommodate students.
"What we'd like to do," said
Bratcher, who led much of the
discussion, "is to open a dialogue
with students regarding the
changing parking situation." He
went on to explain that
Longwood is having to alter their
attitude regarding parking as the
University grows and more students need to park cars on campus. "We have to move from a
reactive to a proactive planning
mode," Bratcher said. "This
involves communicating directly
with students."
Members of SGA then began
voicing many of the concerns
raised by students in the past few
weeks.

Key among these were complaints about the newly increased
parking fines and extended
enforcement hours of parking

plained about the lack of available
parking. Juniors, seniors and cornmuters have felt especially short
changed as the search for free
spaces
has
become much
harder
this
semester. Some
have even suspected that more
decals have been
sold than there
are spaces for.
Senior Amber
Mader pointed
out that sophomore students
often park in
junior/senior
spaces, filling up
all the available
lots. "We're loosing spots and
then having to
Familiar to Longwood students, signs and
pay the tickets,"
painted curbs restricting parking may
Mader said.
become less prevalent on campus.
Bratcher
Fholo bf Shawn Garret!
agreed
that
spaces are somezones. Last year, students who times scarce.
parked outside of their decal
"There is a cascading affect on
zone would earn a $25 fine. This campus," he said. "When one
semester, however, the same zone fills up, students start parkoffense
will
cost
$50. ing out of zone and displaying
Furthermore, while campus others." Chief Lowe also noted
police used to only enforce park- that while sophomore spaces fill
ing restrictions from 8am until up quickly on campus, the Main
5pm, this semester they will be and Vernon Street lots are rarely
patrolling from 6am until 9pm.
full. "We need to better enforce
This double whammy has where the sophomores park so
caused resentment among stu- that they don't take others'
dents who do not understand spaces."
why these changes were necesAfter listening to the concerns
sary.
raised by SGA, officials gave some
"It doesn't seem fair," said jun- explanations for the difficult parkior Angie Lawson. "First they ing situation. As Bratcher
double the fines and then they explained, Virginia law states that
make it harder to avoid a ticket" campus parking must be able to
Senior Deanna Martinez said, pay for itself. This means that the
"There needs to be a compro- only funds available for parking
mise before more students get issues are those raised by decal
angry."
sales and parking fines.
Many students have also corn-

See PARKING p. 4

constantly-nude adventures, from
the ordinary to the fantastic. The
jacket description of the film
Shawn Garrett
News Editor
praises her "doll-like face and a
cherry-shaped mouth," as well as
Longwood University students her "milky white skin" and "tall,
might find more then they bar- slender figure."
gained for these days in the racks
The description goes on to
of DVDs currently available invite viewers to watch as Hayama
from Greenwood Library, in the "indulges in a long bubble bath"
form of soft-core pornography.
and exercises "in her preferred,
Alongside Fellini's "8 Vi" and semi-nude outfit," before seeing
Alfonso Cuaron's "Y Tu Mama her in a wedding dress, waiting by
Tambien" earlier this month, a waterfall "for Mr. Right to
Rotunda staff members discov- appear and take her to the bridal
ered "Intimacy," a Japanese chamber."
import, in the Foreign Films sec"Couple [Hayama's appearance]
tion of the collection. The film with a love for cleanliness and a
stars Japanese nude model and curvy, sexy body,"
adult film star Reiko Hayama as
herself, and chronicles her near• See DVD p. 4

First Banned Book Week
Observed at Longwood
Sarah Barkdul & Leslie Smith

Many famous books such as
The Adventures of Tom Sauyer and
Besides being the final week of The Adventures of Huckleberry
summer, the last week in Finn, both by Mark Twain, were
September is also Banned Book challenged soon after being writWeek.
ten and banned in certain public
Observed since 1982, Banned libraries and schools ever since.
Book Week (BBW) is an opporBanned Book Week included
tunity for teachers, students, and readings from several banned
readers to speak
and
chalup and enlighten " Censors are not readers." lenged books
the public about
~ Dr. Greg Salyer and discussed
books that have
why
these
been challenged or banned.
books are so frequendy chalMost books that are chal- lenged. During Longwood's
lenged or banned are brought to BBW, many students and a few
attention by parents whose chil- professors shared their experidren are reading books for ences and love of many of the
school, or find "inappropriate" books that had been banned.
books in their public library.
Dr. Chris McGee, the new
Books are challenged upon Children's Literature professor,
their content: sexual topics, organized the three-day event,
racism, violence and offensive along with the help of Chris
language are to be considered Comer, the Cunningham's REG
material unsuited for certain age
groups.
See BANNED p. 8
Staff Writer

Style Editor

Editorial
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Words from the Editor: The Inanity of Banned Books
This week, as
we celebrate
Oktoberfest,
.ongwood
has
also
taken part in
Banned
Book Week.
As an Knglish major, I obviously spend a lot of time reading,
something I've done for most of
my life. I've watched my sisters do
the same. One thing I'm perpetually grateful for is that my parents,
as conservative as they are, never
stopped us from reading any
given book.Kven when I was
twelve and heavy into the Sweet
Valley series.
I'll never forget the look on my
mom's face when she walked into

my room one day, holding the
latest book (which was only the
second for Sweet Valley
I [Diversity). The big deal is that
Jessica loses her virginity. Not
exactly what every mother
wants her sixth grader reading.
She held up the book that I had
left on the coffee table.
"You know nice girls don't do
that, right?" she asked. Same as
when we watched 90210.
"Duh, mom. Who do you
think I am?" I retorted.
And she left it at that. Never
took the book away from me.
Never told me to stop reading
it. Just wanted to make sure that
I knew nice girls didn't sleep
around. And I appreciate that.
When I was in the tenth

Retraction: The front-page article from the September 23 issue of
The Rotunda was incorrect. The headline reading "Board of
Visitors Considers 'Chartered Institution' Status for Longwood"
and the first paragraph stating the same were misleading; while the
topic was discussed at the Board of Visitors meeting, it is not up
for consideration. We're sorry for any trouble this may have
caused.
- The Ed Board
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The Rotunda, the student newspaper at longwood University, is published weekly during the academic year (except holidays and exam
periods) and is printed in the offices of the Farmville Herald, Farmville,
VA.
All articles, advertisements, letters to the editor, and pictures must
be received by nine p.m. the Sunday prior to the next Thursday's publication. All letters to the editor must be typed and include name and
telephone number. Any person wishing to have his/her name not
appear on the published letter must request so in writing All letters are
subject to editing
The Rotunda is an equal opportunity volunteer organization and is
looking for people who are interested in writing or layout. We currendy have positions available and ask anyone who is interested to
come to our meetings, Mondays at 9:15 p.m.

grade, the topic of banning books
was a hot one. Our teacher, the
biggest button-pusher I know,
Mrs. Harris, pulled up the PABBIS
(Parents Against Bad Books in
Schools) web page. The Fairfax
County-based group listed all the
books they deemed inappropriate.
Mrs. Harris showed us the list of
books.
"What do you see?" she asked.
We saw exacdy what we thought
we'd see: almost every book we
had read thus far that year. To Kill
a Mocking Bird. 1984. Fahrenheit 451.
Alas, Babylon. lj>rd of the Flies.

She smiled the evilly gleeful
smile we had grown to love.
Even though the curriculum
wasn't in her control, we knew she
got a great deal of joy in teaching
books that other people didn't find
appropriate for our impressionable
young minds.
But she showed us another,
more-complete, site. We saw all
our favorite books from child-

hood. Books that changed our
lives, ttndfi lo Terabitbia. Where the

Red hern Grous. |ust about anything ever worth reading.
We couldn't smile back. We
were too busy yelling now.
Why would anyone deny any
child the pleasure of such great
works of literature? None' of us
were in jail. None of us were sacrificing animals/people. We were
all intellectual people (well, as
intellectual as sixteen-year-olds
can be).
The next year, The Book for
eleventh grade was supposed to be
I luck Finn. It was always Huck

Finn. It was the best thing to come
out of a class that focused heavily
on Puritan and Transcendentalist
literature. But the county changed
its policies on how it needed to be
taught, and no one could figure
out what to do. So rather than
work on it, several of the teachers,
mine included, decided to drop
the book for the year.

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,
Aside from those conditions,
It broke my heart to see Niki she was optimistic that the lift
speed away from our whole would work. This driver, however,
group, which was about to board picked up Niki's friends, and
the FAB to Wal-Mart.
shook her head, meaning that the
Niki Swann, a paraplegic, was lift wasn't working. The woman
not able to go on what would did not even try to help her, or
usually be a cheerful trip to walk out to explain the problem.
Farmville's "hot spot" to shop.
The FAB drove away, leaving
The wheelchair lift was not oper- Niki stranded in the rain, "I was
ating properly that day, and there really upset the first time it hapwas no other alternative for get- pened, because I don't like feeling
ting the chair onto the bus.
that just because I am in a wheelThe bus driver assured us that chair, my options are limited.
it would be fixed for her second When the lady wouldn't let me on,
trip, and he repeatedly apologized I was just really angry and frustratfor the inconvenience.
ed. I felt like a third-class citizen.
Swann responded positively to I mean, wouldn't you feel bad if
the setback at first, "I mean, you you couldn't get on a bus to get a
would think that that sort of prescription because of conditions
thing would be checked on a reg- that weren't under your control?"
ular basis. But at least he tried to
The wheelchair accessibility
let me on the bus, and I could tell problem does not end with travel
he felt bad that it didn't work- and difficulties. Campus facilities such
naturally I assumed that it would as Jarman create setbacks as well.
be fixed."
Spectators in wheelchairs are
The next trip she tried to make forced to sit in the very back, makhowever, ended in the exact same ing them feel shunned and unable
manner, except this time, the to enjoy the activity on stage while
driver was not as understanding sometimes creating a separation
towards her plight
between them and their friends.
It happened to be raining that
The auditorium, which is up for
day, and Nilri had to wait much renovation, has the perfect opporlonger than usual for the bus. She tunity to change these circumwas also concerned about getting stances by removing just enough
a prescription filled, her reason row seating, in turn creating ample
for making the trip that day.
space for those certain students. It

So for the first time in mv lite,
I u is told I couldn't read s< me
thing.
And 1 didn't know how to
react.
After years of being able to
read anything I could get my
hands on, it was our school (our
school!) that was telling us we
couldn't read a piece of classic
literature.
We could have rebelled. We
could have read it anyway outside
of class. Made a statement. But
we were seventeen. And being
seventeen is a full-time job. I've
regretted it ever since.
So it was good to see my classmates at the readings this week,
showing that they, too, turned
out just fine after enriching their
minds.

Amy Whipple
Editor-in-Chief

is also problematical for these
students to maneuver their
chairs in the Dining Hall and
Cafe.
The arrangement of tables
and chairs may feel perfecdy
suitable for the rest of the
school population in each of
these locations, but the rows in
between are very crowded and
closed in for someone with a
wheelchair.
Their difficulties of finding a
space to eat at can be decreased
by expanding the floor space in
between the longer tables, and
by attaching a selected group of
smaller tables to the wall, leaving open the perfect parking
space.
Niki Swann's condition may
be out of her control, but there
is no excuse for the carelessness
of the University, as they have
overlooked a part of the campus body that is just as important as the rest.
Longwood actually has the
means to control this state of
affairs properiy and the ability
to reverse and revise such circumstances in a satisfactory and
long-lasting manner.
It is truly unfair and hurtful
for those impaired students
when these problems are disregarded, for everyone has the
right to enjoy Longwood's campus and transportation options.
-Cameron
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props and drops
The Rotunda would like to encourage anyone and everyone to submit props and drops to rotundaCqjlnngwood.edu

T7i&"Acti»itf i* your outlet for battU^HKialinj
TniAri*your
your cha*ic& to- do- tomethina/ about iocletal evil*, imtead/ ofjutt whirurty about the*ru So
ipeak up ardu act up. Secaute/, if you!re/ not mad/, you/'re/ not paying- attentioru E-mail/
Acfwtit idea* to roturida@longwood/.edu(

+ To Chief Lowe for fixing parking problems.
+ To Band variety for Oktoberfest.
+ To Professors dropping the F-bomb in class.
+ To The Banned Book Reading.

SGA Talks Back Mudslinging Angers Students
April Mislan
Lengvood Student
I am impressed with SGA's
performance in the past two
semesters for two reasons.
First, we are doing a better
job being involved with issues
that are more pressing to student needs, such as our attention to parking and our initiative in creating new online
services for the student body
at luconnect.com
In regards to last week's
Commuter Welcome Back
Picnic, I, individually, chose
not to attend. I have a meal
plan and the d-hall has better
food. There are many reasons
why a student may choose not
to attend, one of these being
class. I should also point out
that our president, Alicia
Moody, was at the picnic and,
even had she not attended, this
would not imply a lack of support for the organization.
CSA's display of apathy has
made it less relevant to the
needs of the student .body. If
the CSA representative had
been present to any SGA
meetings this semester, the
SGA would have a better
understanding of the needs of
the commuter population and
be able to address those needs
in a more efficient manner.
If the CSA representative
had regularly attended meetings last semester, they would
also know that we dealt with
parking issues constantly.
David Starr, the chair of our
physical environment committee, spent a considerable
amount of his own time in discussions with Longwood
administrators like Laura Rice,
Dick Bradsher, Brent Douglas,
Chief Lowe and Dr. Pierson
over the course of the semester. If the CSA had been in
meetings when he had asked
for input, perhaps we never
would have had a dearth of
commuter parking.
If CSA used its time and its

+ To Egyptian Rat Screw.
+ To The Post Office for their generosity.

$10,915.00 budget in ways that
cater more specifically to the needs
of the student body, I may have
been more apt to attend their picnic. If you would like a copy of
their budget, please contact the
SGA treasurer at sgatreas@longwood.edu.
I wonder if the author of the
previous article is in touch with the
CSA. The writer was mistaken in
suggesting that the CSA's budget
"included a line item for the Open
Forums to discuss parking issues."
I wish it had.
The previous guest writer should
not have expressed anger toward
the SGA for choosing to hold the
Open Forum, as SGA has been
proactive regarding the parking
dilemma, rather than waiting for
someone else to notice that there
was a problem.
The Student Finance Committee
invites questions regarding the
interpretation of our bylaws. This
is why the bylaws are online and we
hold open meetings.
I feel that the SGA should seek
some kind of reimbursement for
that improperly used $10,000.
Anyone that spends student body
money in a way that is inconsistent
with the decisions of the Finance
Committee should have to answer
for that mistake. No SGA member
was involved in making SEAL's
unacceptable speaker agreement,
nor should we be blamed for it.
We did not break our bylaws in
allowing the SEAL reallocation.
Our bylaws state that an expenditure will not be funded "if an
organization has already made a
commitment before funds are
allotted." In this case funds were
allotted before SEAL's previous
advisor made an agreement committing them to the expenditure.
They overspent on a specific
item and we allowed the bill to be
paid to avert the threat of lawsuit
or damage to Longwood's reputation. If appropriate, we will punish
the group involved after the bills
are paid.
If the previous guest writer had
been present during all of our dis-

r

cussions of SEAL's expenditure,
she may have written more persuasively regarding our choice to allow
that reallocation. The previous
article misquoted bylaw section C.
5. n. and contained incorrect information about SEAL's budget. The
words "for this specific line item"
appear nowhere in that bylaw and
SEAL's budget did actually include
money for the speaker in question
in line item number 30. According
to the previous Activist article, that
line item did not exist. If you
would like to verify this, feel free to
email the treasurer and he will send
you a copy of SEAL's budget.
I am also proud of SGA
because we are now doing the
research necessary to determine
when student groups are spending
money improperly. The accounting
office has historically allowed
groups to go into the red without
notifying SGA. With the help of
Morgan Atkins, the current student activity fee intern, this SGA
administration has ended that
practice and have begun taking
steps toward preventing these
occurrences from happening again
in the future. We have doubled the
treasury staff so that we have time
to do audits and keep up with the
agreements made between the SFC
and those groups that come before
us.
If you would like to help SGA
improve the Longwood community you need to understand what is
going on and then approach us
with your suggestions. Every student is encouraged to come to the
SGA meetings, Tuesdays in B,C
rooms in the student union at 3:45.
If you have a complaint, be a
leader and do something about it.
Mud slinging is not useful. If you
are interested in parking, you
should join the physical environment committee. There have been
elections, and openings, for people
who want to help. Rather than sit
back and complain, speak up in the
meetings, join a committee, or run
for an office. Be an instrument of
change not the advocate of
obstruction.

Drops:
- To back and forth squabbling between high ranking student organizations.
- To The Washington Redskins for dropping the
ball, over and over.
- To not being able to use the "royal" we in
Philosophy papers.

Speak Out
What do you plan do do this this
Oktoberfest this week?
Being a designated
driver, and runninga
booth for my soriety.
-Tiffany Schivley
Sophomore

My girlfriend, and family
are coming down. I also
have a baseball game.
-Nick Vongersdorff
Freshman

My boyfriend and my sister
are coming down, watch
some bands and run our
Kappa Delta booth.
-Jessica Bo-Hare
Sophomore

To spend some time with
my boy friend,watch the
games and go to a concert.
-Lean Corson
Freshman

Ml pictures by icoU Dill
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PARKING cont'd p. 1
This tight budget makes it
very difficult for Longwood to
create new parking spaces.
With more students needing to
park on campus than ever
before, the university has had
to struggle to accommodate
everyone.
Pierson stated that the
increase in parking fines this
semester is an attempt to raise
funds in order to alleviate
future
parking
concerns.
"Longwood has not been
breaking even on their parking
business," Pierson said, "[this]
will help meet new demands
for parking."
To further muddle the issue,
the Town of Farmville has
rescinded many spaces it used
to allot to Longwood. Most
DVD cont'd p. 1
the jacket exclaims "and you've
got one hot Amerasian beauty!"
The description of the film is
coupled with helpful, censored
photos of Hayama taking a bath,
standing near a window and lying
on a bed (something she rarely
does in the film, preferring at various times a pool table, a meadow,
and often the floor) all unclothed.
The wedding dress mentioned on
the jacket does make a brief
appearance in the film, though it
better resembles an average
Sunday dress and is quickly shed.
Indeed most of the film consists of Hayama or, rather,
Hayama's breasts, being repeatedly covered and uncovered,
washed, and examined carefully
by Hayama and the camera. In
several "examination" shots, one
reaching nearly a minute in
length, Hayama's breasts are the
only image on the screen.
"We don't censor," said
University Librarian Wendell
Barbour, who indicated that the
DVD had been requested by a
member of the Longwood community. Although privacy issues
kept Barbour from revealing who
made the request and for what
purpose, he did note that all
requested materials are investigated before granted.
According to I.ongwood's
Collection Development Policy,
materials to be added are generally considered under the following
criteria: "relevancy to the curriculum; quality of the work; reputa-

students are unaware of the
fact that many streets running
through campus, such as
Spruce, Race, Griffin and
Franklin, are not Longwood
owned.
While
the Town of
Farmville allows the university
to use these streets for parking, it recendy reallocated
many spaces. According to
Lowe, "We lost roughly 20 to
24 spaces just before the
beginning of the semester."
Fortunately for students, a
plan has been developed to
help alleviate the situation.
"We're hoping to address the
domino effect by creating
more student spaces," said
Bratcher. "Chief Lowe has a
reallocation plan to better
accommodate students."

tion of the author(s)/publisher(s); lasting value or content;
appropriateness of level of treatment; strength of present holdings in same or similar subject
area," and "cost"
"The DVD was requested
before my arrival," said Barbour,
"but I found out that it was
requested by someone and that it
was looked into," adding that the
reasoning behind the request was
found to be legitimate.
Research done by The Rotunda
found most instances of the
DVD on the Internet list it as
"late-night" or "adult."
Although many of the reviews
noted on the websites selling the
DVD are glowing, they all refer
to the mainstream film of the
same name by French director
Patrice Chereau, loosely based
on the story for the Hayama version.
"In
higher
education,
[libraries] have a long history of
protecting a person's right to
read or view what they want,"
said Interim Head of Reference
Liz Kocevar-Weidinger. Ms.
Kocevar-Weidinger pointed to
the
American
Library
Association's (ALA) "Freedom
to Read" policy as one of the
guides that Longwood's library
follows in making decisions
about collection materials.
For now, library officials have
no intention of reevaluating or
removing the DVD based on its
content. "If it starts there," said
Kocevar-Weidinger, "where does
it stop?"
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LU Teck Officials Clear Up Misconceptions
Shawn Garret!
News tiditor

In response to an editorial that
ran in the Rotunda ["Twice the
Product, Half the Advertising,"
editorial, Sept. 8] the Rotunda has
received two informative email
responses from both Blake A.
Duffey, LU Systems Engineer,
and Dave Hooper, Director of
Web Communications.
The editorial called for a more
uniform template to be imposed,
as well as implicating that the IT
department needed to move forward on a revamping of the site.
The first email received, from
Mr. Duffey, noted that it is not
the IT department that is responsible for the website's content,
but rather Longwood's Public
Relations Department.
"The University website is
maintained by the Office of
Public Relations, not IT," said Mr.
Duffey. "We make sure the server
itself is up, accessible, and secure;
the site design, content, etc. is
completely controlled by PR."
The second email from Mr.
Hooper went more in-depth on
the causes behind and planned

solutions for the website's sub par
condition.
"First of all, I agree with many
issues raised in the article," wrote
Mr. Hooper. "The current website as a whole is inconsistent, and
the further deep you explore, the
worse it gets. Many departmental
pages are outdated-containing
D>ngwood College information,
old email addresses, and maybe
even course details from the 90s."
Hooper went on to say that
one of the main causes for this is
the website's loose management
structure. "What many people
don't understand is that the colleges and departments maintain
(and have complete control) over
their
own • web
pages.
Unfortunately, because of budget
reasons, this task is usually
assigned to a staff member that is
overloaded with other work and
has little or no web design experience."
This often results in "inconsistent, outdated, and amateur-looking web pages" said Hooper, who
added that while many universities in Virginia have a web-dedicated staff of 4-15 members, he
is the only such staff member at

I-ongwood.
The following are six areas of
improvement Mr. Hooper said
would be addressed over the next
two years:
* Departments/colleges/etc
will be strongly encouraged to use
the new templates (or variations),
which were just launched for the
library web site;
'Current plans are to offer
software to those units using the
new templates that will allow easier updating and NO web knowledge;
*The top-tier level pages, will
take on a similar look and feel of
the new templates;
*Two additional web-dedicated
staff members are being hired this
academic year;
*The development of a new
admissions, marketing-oriented
site will begin development this
semester with plans to launch in
'05;
This year, Longwood is partnering with a national marketing
firm.which will result in a longrange marketing plan, a cohesive
marketing brand for the university, and exciting new creative marketing products and ideas.

The organization ( III admires and lakes great pride in (lie heartfelt, rosily contribution ill.u inn alumnus lias blessed OIII beautiful campus |<> shale; the (III
Fountain, located between Lmklord Student I nion and the dining facility. Therefore, it
is DIM diiiv as (III. and yours as the student body and Lmgwood community to respeel
.UKI

honoi ihis gracious donation l>\ not walking through, sitting in, and or allowing

youi children and pels lo play in the lountain. \Vc do not address this issue in a repugnant manner, hut as out obligation to endorse the true I-ongwood spirit by promoting
>Kcci> aiii

Also. (Ill challenges the MI.I V.Ik Will IT. spun in you lo lake on the commitment ill making sure that fellow classmates, faculty, stall, and Longwood visitors
show respect lo not onh the fountain, but the campus as a whole. Once again, this letl
is in no way intended lo ollend, but Mislead lo encourage. Thank you and forever
uphold the HUT.K WHITE

the new freshman at 'Longwood!
This year during Oktoberfest, 5^nne

CHAPLEY^
TalcrfraetCifc

II 1 I I j

ANNE SIMBOLI
Pastry Chef

reminds all of you to be smart and
safe. She also reminds all of you
that 'Charleys Is celebrating ten

(434) 392-1566
201 B Mill Street
Farmville. Virginia 23901

wnert m« N*antxxnooa conrn Togeir* years In 'Farmville, and while you can

Casual Dining - Private Parties always expect homemade treats such
Catering
as %gy "Lime Tarts and 'Chocolate

longwood's finest traditions

j^nne Simboli of 'Charleys

"Fantasy cake, you should also be on

this weekend, ^nne urges you

Waterfront «Cafe would like

the look out for old favorites like the

to stop by the "Rotunda booth

to take this opportunity to

Strawberry "Parfait Shortcake and

for one of her homemade

welcome back all this year's

the (Brownie Ice 'Cream Sundae.

favorites or come by "Charleys.

returning students and all of

'While you celebrate one of

"You'll be glad you did!
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The World Has Turned and Left Me Here
Mancjy Amason
Staff Writer
DearMandy,
My roommate is about to be on my
last nerve! How should I deal with living with another person/
A.M.

Dear A.M.,
This is a very touchy subject but
one that can be easily addressed
with honesty;
But before we start, 1 just want
to say thank you for all the comments I received on last week's
column.
Trust me, I have already pissed
some people off and it's only the
first column.
Honesty is NOT something
people are comfortable with, but
you still won't find a sugar coating
with me.
But thank you anyway for the
support from those who truly
matter.
Okay. So the roommate thing.
Yeah, lucky for me, I am rooming with my friend of two years
and we have a complete respect

for each other's personal space.
Not saying that sometimes I
don't want to punch her, or visa
versa, but we are pretty civil.
First, you have to be very clear
and honest at all times.
Lay down some concerns and
talk about them, come to a medium.
If you give people respect,
they will give you respect.
For example, if you have a
problem with your roommate
bringing her boyfriend up every
weekend to ummm.... (clears
throat), study anatomy in your
room all day, then perhaps you
can suggest to her a motel room
or maybe even a cold shower.
Note: she will give you a dirty
look. But at least you're being
honest with her.
Second, understand that just
because you are roommates
doesn't mean that you have to be
best friends.
So many times I see roommates cling to each other and by
the second week they want to
strangle one another.
Respect personal space, and
yeah, if they are cool then you

will have a great time hanging out
together but don't feel as though
you have to be together 24/7.
Don't be a jerk and actually, try
to get to know your roommate.
Some people are very surprising and are really cool.
Plus, you can benefit so much
from each other because they
might. be. a Spanish whiz • and
you're really great at math.
Hello, can you say free tutor?
So don't think that you are better than anybody because everyone poops.
Finally, think of it as a really
crappy learning experience.
You are learning to share close
quarters with someone that you
might not know and it helps you
grow in a sense that prepares you
for life.
Sometimes you are stuck in
crappy situations and you just
have to deal.
You walk away with two things
for sure: a new'friend and a deeper hate for AOL IM sounds.
Until next time boys and girls,
Mandy Amason

Life Abroad: The Ghana Journals
This year, as most years, Longwood University has students who have chosen to study abroad through the International Studies
program. Through out the next several months one of these students, Katie Harrison, a Junior Anthropology major, will be sharing some of her experiences in day to day life and her academic life while she is studmg in Ghana on the west African coast.

29 August '04
School was suppose to start
last Monday, but there was a
worker's strike (they weren't getting paid enough) so school was
rescheduled to open tomorrow.
However, I've just recently
learned that the students are
organizing a demonstration
tomorrow morning and that
classes will most likely not start.
Apparently the students are upset
at the high cost of tuition and
inadequate school faculties. The
international students were told
not to attend the demonstration
and stay in our hostels (they're
not called dorms) because of the
violence that could and probably
will occur. Some of the other
CIEE students and I are going to
venture down towards the
demonstration. I won't do anything stupid and if I think its too
bad I will go back to my room.
On Monday I took my first
trotro ride with some other girls.
The trotro is basically a minivan

that looks like its about to break
down, and sometimes they really
do breakdown. The trotros are
only suppose to hold about 10
people including the driver and
his mate, the kid who takes the
money once you're inside, but
usually there are between 15 and
17 people crammed inside.
Needless to say, it's not a pleasant ride. The seats are all different shapes and sizes and they are
not fastened to the floor very
well so whenever the trotro goes
over a bump (which is quite
often on the mostly unpaved
roads) everyone has to hold on
for dear life. On the way back
from Accra, the trotro that I was
in was rear-ended but since we.
were only going about 5 miles an
hour the driver sjmply got out of
the trotro ran to the back, yelled
at the other driver and hopped
back into the driver's side...all
while the trotro was still moving.'
The
driving
abilities
of
Ghanaian people are something

else. Everyone uses their horn at
least every 15 seconds...whether
its to signal that they want over or
to just yell at the other driver for
cutting them off. I truly think
that if I were to some how get
injured during this semester here
it will be because I was in a taxi or
trotro that went crazy!
When walking around Accra
or Medina where I went on
Wednesday, I was faced with
poverty that I could never have
imagined. I mean if you took the
poorest of the poor in America
and compared it to the people living here; the poorest people in
America would look quite
wealthy. "Houses," if you can call
them that, are built out of scraps
of metal, wood, trash and I've
even seen some that had leftover
car parts. Families of 8 or 10 live
in a tiny one-room shack. The
kids play on piles of trash including rotting animal parts from
goats, chickens and fish. The
gutters, which are about 3 feet
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, whether we want
sidewalk, your foot slips off the concrete,
and you go flying into the air only to hit the
hard ground with a "thud."
It happened to me last week while walking
back from a class. Mu ankle gave out and I
made a full tumble before landing on my
back. Out of everyone walking by, one student asked if I was okay. "Fine, thanks." I
pulled myself up, chuckling.
Anyone has grace enough to fall, but who
has the elegance to laugh at themselves
afterwards?
, „
-■»"——«
Sara Barkdull
I woke early (no one was up—blessed
be!) and walked, detouring through the
cemetery, so peaceful ana somber, past
ancient Barely readable headstones. Qome
told heart-rending stories: Our Baby
Girl/Born and Died 8-13-23.
There! The tiny body of a deer with fuzzy
antlers, tiny and new. I don't even know
how or why he died. It was so supremely
sad. I was surrounded by death. I criec
there under the trees. I trudged back to my
room.
My family called and cheered me. It's the
little things, good and bad, that enrich life.

Vote': I he t.irpc Diem from lusi
Siii'.i/i- /i ler Moot i"

deep and line the side of the
roads, are filled with all sorts of
trash, urine and feces. I'm still
trying to get adjusted (as well as I
can) to the level of poverty I've
seen so far. I feel guilty and disgusted with myself because of
how differendy I live compared
to the average Ghanaian.
Yesterday the CIEE program
directors took all 20 of us to
Cape Coast, Elmina, and Kakum
National Park. We only drove
through Cape Coast and saw
briefly the outside of the slave
casde. We actually went into the
Elmina slave trading fort. It was
very moving to say the least. We
were shown where the female
and male slaves were kept before
departure to America. After that
we visited Kakum where we

II CM

l><

walked on wooden bridges across
the canopy of the rainforest. It
was really cool but it was a little
too high up for me.
Oh, and for those of you who
want to know, traveler's diarrhea
has set in hard for me. It's been
over a week now and I have yet to
have a normal bowel movement
but I'm not alone. Most of the
other students are having the
same problem. The food here
does not range in the way of
selection. If I never eat rice again
it will be too soon! I have tried
the local dishes fufu (corn based)
and banko (cassava based) and
neither of them have been very
good.
August 29th will be continued in next week's edition of
The Ghana Journals

Calendar
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Satutday the 2nd

Oktoberfest!
Color Wars!
Battle of the Bands!

Octobc 1-7, 2004

Wednesday the 6th

Oktoberfest!
See the back page for
more details
Dance Concert
11:00 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.
Jarmen Auditorium

Catholic Campus Community
8:30 p.m.
Phi Mu Alp la Founder's Day
Nottawav Room
Ceremony
10:30 p.m.
Brock Commons

"Thutidau the 7th
Unity Alliance
8:00 p.m.
Amelia Room

PIE YOUR PROFESSOR at the Dos Passos Review booth during
Oktoberfest. Professors include (but are not limited to) Mary CarrollHackett, Dr. Brock-Servais, Dr. Salyer, and Ms. Sanchez! $2 a pie!
Come out and give your favorite (or not!) professor a pie in the face!

The Gyre
8:00 p.m.
Charlotte Room

Spring Break 2005

Tongue
in (\heek
'
&
— By: Ellie Woodruff
N

Travel with STS, Americas #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas and Florida.
Now hiring on-campus reps.
Call for group discounts.
Information/Reservations:
1-800-648- 4849 or www.ststravel.com
The Peer Helpers Invite You to
the Depression Program
October 6 at 7 p»m. in the Student Union C
Room.
This program will help inform students of the
symptoms of clinical depression, and will give
theni the opportunity to be screened during

Alternative Longwood Mascots

the National Depression Screening Day October 7th.
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The First Year: A Day in the Life of a Freshman
Sara Bonovitch
Staff Writer

It's a late summer day with the
mercury rising to scorching temperatures in the mid-nineties.
Cars, trucks, and U-Haul trailers
are backed up onto High,
Madison, Venable, and Main
Streets.
Boxes, large and small, outnumber the people in the lines
that wrap around Curry. Kvcn
with a family of four, nine or ten
trips must be made in order to get
everything into the residence
halls.
The heat is obviously getting to
everyone, because with each trip
the walk is slower and the stairs
seem to have multiplied.
Thirst)' students and parents
journey to the row of water coolers only to discover that every last
drop of water has disappeared, or
evaporated, which is likely in such

heat. "Finally," she pants as she
drops the last box onto the floor
of her first story room in Tabb.
Her roommate, barely a stranger,
had made a second trip to
retrieve the last of her belongings.
Almost immediately after the
last box had been carried in, her
parents kissed her goodbye and
sadly headed on their way. In the
summer heat of their un-air-conditioned room, the two girls
began unpacking.
"Where do we start?" she
asked her roommate. With boxes
everywhere, it was difficult walking back and forth around the
room.
Nearly, four hours later empty
boxes filled the dumpster and
their room had been assembled.
The girls brought favorite pictures, stuffed animals, and other
items that helped make the room
as close to home as possible.

After they had settled in, a hall
meeting was called.
Their RA, Craig Smith,
seemed fun, but tough when he
needed to be. He gave the guys
and girls on the hall a rundown
of the rules.
Craig warned them about parties, sex, drinking and also
informed the hall to bring their
asses home if they were ever
drunk. "Ah, yes, the first sign that
I'm really in college," she
thought.
Room evaluation sheets were
also handed out that informed
each roommate to make a list of
problems within the room. The
two girls looked at each other
immediately and knew the first
problem: the door.
Craig said it was a minor problem, but it doesn't seem so minor
when body slamming is the top
method in which to open the
door (this problem persisted for
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another three weeks).
Classes are pretty good considThe first night was the hottest. ering the entire note taking
Not hot as in "this party is hot," process.
but hot as in sleep-nearly-naked
Freshmen are so used to the
hot. Showering wasn't any cool- overhead and PowerPoint notes
er. Taking a shower meant never of high school. Reading and
fully drying off. As soon as the studying becomes a full-time job
water would stop the humidity and taking naps haven't been a
would hit.
daily routine since toddler age.
The next day was filled with
It's been said that only freshlong, boring meetings that includ- men wear the longwood apparel.
ed honor ceremony. Just because Ix>ngwood sweatshirts, t-shirts,
1,000 people repeat the pledge to shorts, and hoodies fill the
never lie, steal, cheat nor tolerate dressers and closets of a freshthose who do doesn't mean that it men hall.
is followed.
So this theory could very well
It made no sense. The dining be proven by visiting a room. A
hall is an experience in itself. The particular room in Tabb is a good
lines are never ending and people example. All in all, freshmen are
are everywhere.
adjusting.
They are adjusting to being on
Roommates get separated and
are MIA for about ten minutes their own, making new friends,
before they find each other in the having a roommate, working
mass of people. However, the harder, partying often, sleeping
food is good. It is certainly better during the strangest hours, and
than any high school cafeteria.
calling Longwood home.

Battle of tke Band:
Brette Lawrence
Staff Writtr

As part of the Oktoberfest weekend festivities, Longwood University will host a
Battle of the Bands on Friday, October
1.
The free event, sponsored by the campus radio station, 91.3 WMLU, will
begin at 4:30 p.m., and conclude with
the winner being given their $500 prize.
Additionally, the winner of this years
contest is given the opportunity to play
at Bandfest, which takes place during
spring weekend.
The band that places second at battle
of the bands will receive a $250 prize,
and will serve as an alternate for the
Bandfest performance.
This year's coordinators for the event
are senior Josh Howell, junior Sam
Carothers, sophomore Liz Chenery, and
freshman Colin Lee.
The judges are going to be
announced sometime later this week.
Howell, who will be graduating this year,
was the coordinator last year.
He wanted a younger generadon of
students to become involved so that the
tradition of Battle of the Bands could
be carried on after he graduates.

There will be music for all students,
as the selection committee tried to
pick a variety of music types including rock, hip hop and classic rock.
This year, more bands auditioned
than in past years, and out of those
that applied and auditioned, seven
were chosen.
In order for a band to play, at least
one of their members must be a full
time student at Longwood.
This years seven bands that will
play at the battle of the bands are
Space Heaters, Word Life, Quantum
Repairmen, Jason Long, Techno
chocolate, Corporate Rescue and
Chowderfoot, according to Chenery,
"This year we had a lot more bands
apply, so I think we're going to have
more diversity and variety." After the
competition has ended, rock group
The Beetnix, who are headlining
Friday nights' concert will give their
performance at 8 pm.
This concert is just the first of
those that will take place during the
Oktoberfest weekend.
They will be followed up by the
acts that will take place on Saturday
afternoon.
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Mvj Fifth Year: Getawavjs and Graduation
Lee French
Staff Wnttr
If you look at a road map of
Virginia and draw a transect from
Farmville through Richmond and
onward to the eastern shore,
that's how you get to Deltavillc.
\l you follow 33 East to its
ultimate termination you make
one turn and go straight onto a
road that turns into a gravel road
that turns into driveway that
turns into a backyard that turns
into a dock and before you the
beautiful expanse of open water.
Standing there by the dock, it
almost seemed hard to believe
that earlier that day in the same
clothes I was making my thrice
weekly trek to the Wynne building located in Eastern Mongolia
of the I.ongwood campus.
I really wasn't feeling all that
academical and I really, really
wasn't feeling Farmville all that
much on Friday.
Thank God for Deltaville and
some other fellow 5th years that
just had to get away.
Salt air and a moonlight
evening over water washes all the
Farmville right out of you.
Farmville... ha.
This place I swear, you love it
and you hate it all at the same
time. I'll be sad but not really all
that sad when it's finally time to
peace the F out.
You know I hear so many people always talking about how

these years are the best four
years of your life and how you
better live it up now cause once
it's over it's over and it's never
coming back blab la bl.i.u. ...ill
those people should be drug out
into the street and shot!
Don't go off and build up
Farmville as the best years of
your life.
We tolerate Farmville and we
use I.ongwood as a vehicle to the
jumping off point for the best
years of your life aka your college graduation, most do it in 4,
we choose 5.
And don't let all the pointy
heads around here convince you
that once you graduate you have
to find this career and get married and start earning all this
money and procreating like
there's some kind of predetermined path that you have to follow.
Think about the concept of
graduating college; I've had
some extra time to mull over the
concept.
For the first time in 21, 22, 23
odd some years you have
absolved your academic responsibilities, you have no major
expenses (which is good because
you probably have no money)
and you've got no reason, unless
you want to of course, to hang
around this place ("this place' i.e.
Virginia, the east coast, the
United States.. .take your pick).
Just DONT MOVE BACK

American Red
Cross
Blood Drive
Lankford Student
Union
October 6 & 7 from
12 to 6 p.m.
(Sponsored by: Alpha Phi Omega)

Sign up to donate with
APO
T-shirts for all donors!

HOME DANGER DANGER
WILL ROBINSON.
My god if at all possible don't
move back home. You may or
may not have realized this yet but
'home' is no longer home. Right
now Farmville is home and home
is a place to visit but not to live,
not anymore.
Those days have long since
past. So if it all possible move
from here to the next thing with
a pit stop back home for food
and gas money.
I've got a friend moving into
this house next year so she'll be
the benefactor of this desk, this
bed, that dresser. All this 'stuff
that I'm not going to need anymore cause it's time to explore
the wild wild west. First stop,
Colorado Springs then onward
for the tour of the Pacific
Northwest to Vancouver with the
ultimate
destination
being
Whistler Mountain, British
Columbia aka the Holy Land.
Career has not even entered my
vocabulary as of right now.
All I think about are the girls in
their bikini's snowboarding in
July on the Mt. Hood glacier.
j^nd there is nothing wrong
with tfiat.
As much as we resist our entry
into mainstream America it will
inevitably happen, so I say what's
the hurry. It happens to the best
of us.
One second we're sittin' up at
the bar drinkin' some beers with

A

A
LongwoodCompany of (Dancers

October 2nd
Annual
Jarman Theatre
Oktoberfest
11am & 12:30pm
Performance
Cost $2

the boys and next thing you
know you turn around and
stepped right into a big pile of
'love'and then it's all over.
Man down man down, we've
lost another to our arch nemesis
the L Bomb.
Next thing you know you've
pawned off your bike and skis
cause wifey needs new shoes for
the PTA meeting or something
like that.
Ok ok, so that's a bit of a
gross exaggeration.
All I'm savin' is take advantage
of your unique station in life; the
vast majority of the world's population will never experience nor
do anything. Go do anything,
but just do it for yourself.
Don't let mama dukes and
papa roach talk you into grad
school if that's not on your agenda.
Give yourself a break, give
these two decades of formal education a chance to marinate
inside your head.
Hey I've got big plans and they
don't involve a masters or a PhD,

BANNED cont'd p.l
Monday's reading took
place in the Ballroom of the
Student Union, and included such tides as The Giver by
Lois Lowry (chosen by Jake
Turpin), The Lion, The Witch,
and the Wardrobe by C.S.
Lewis (chosen by Sarah
Bowers), and Huckleberry
Finn by Mark Twain (chosen
by Dr. Greg Salyer). Dr.
Salyer expressed his serious
dislike for censors, saying,
"Censors are not readers."
The second reading went
on Tuesday night in the
French lounge of the
Colonnades, and featured A
Wrinkle
in
Time
by
Madeleine L'Engle (chosen
by Patricia Carroll), Grapes of
Wrath (chosen by Becky
Lake), and Harry Potter by
J.K. Rowling (chosen by
Fernando Olivencia).
Wednesday's
reading
took place in the Java Hut,
4th
floor
of
the
Cunninghams, and the

but I know that I have capitalized
on this 'college experience.'
Don't get me wrong, it was fun
and all but in the words of Trey
Anastasio, "it's time to finally say,
that this has all been wonderful
but now I'm on my way."
This extra year for me is all part
of the master design I'm sure.
And there's no departure quite
like a departure by water.
We left my car at another house
down the way when we had
picked up a boat earlier that day.
So when it came time to leave I
had to get back because some of
my family including my grandfather and uncle, both Hampden
Sydney graduates where coming
into town, and we where going up
to watch the homecoming football game.
Fortunately, during my return I
managed to get myself so turned
around in the labyrinth of interstates in the Richmond area and
so frustrated that I just said screw
it
and
drove
home
to
Charlottesville for the afternoon.

BBW was finished off with
tides such as Of Mice and
Men by John Steinbeck
(chosen by Melaina Evans),
Are You There, God? It's Me,
Margaret by Judy Blume
(Jenn Dize), and A Series of
Unfortunate
Events
by
Lemony Snickey (chosen
by Dr. McGee).
A short discussion followed Wednesday's reading, in which many people
expressed their shock and
amazement at the tides featured on the ALA's Most
Frequendy
Challenged
Books List 1990-2000
(http.7 / www.ala.org/aJa/oi
f/bannedbooksweek /bbwl
inks /1 OOmostfrequently.ht

m).
In some cases, listeners
were even inspired to read
several of those challenged
books after listening to
some short passages.
Dr. McGee articulated
his desire to continue the
tradition of BBW on
Longwood's campus.
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Men's Clut Lacrosse Almost Ready lor Business Women s
Patrick Sullivan
lacrosse team at his old school.
Sydney in what would likely
Sports Editor
He also expressed how much
become as heated a rivalry as the Field. Hockey
one that is harbored between the
money
is
needed
to
start
up
a
At 7:00pm Monday night inside
lacrosse
club.
The
two
Cotwo schools rugby teams.
of the Lankford Student Union
Dominates
Presidents
discussed
possible
While Halpin requested that all
the first meeting of what could
become
Ix>ngwood's
Men ways of funding the starting players provide their own sticks,
the club will try to provide the Robert Morris
lacrosse Club officially began. expenses including SGA fundFourteen Longwood students
met inside the Amelia Room to
discuss their plans for forming a
counter-part to I.ongwood's most
dominating female sport. The
club is still facing some big problems. According to Co-President
Ryan Halpin, "we are still looking
for an advisor." Halpin, who first
started playing lacrosse when he
was in fifth grade, is teaming with
Ryan Vaugh, the potential organization's other Co-President, who
admits with a laugh, "I play goalie
because I don't like to run."
Vaughn, a transfer student
from Radford, discussed how he
assisted in founding the club

ing, player dues, and possible
fund-raisers. The club is trying to
keep dues low but Vaughn said,
"[dues] could range from $125 to
$350 depending on what other
funds we receive."
One of the expenses that the
team is facing are league dues.
The club is trying to become part
of the National College Lacrosse
League which houses club teams
from such schools as James
Madison, University of Virginia,
and William and Mary. "Basically
any team that has a [varsity)
lacrosse team has a club team,"
stated Vaughn. The team is also
looking to face Hampden-

Men s Ru&bu Downs HSC
Kyle Martin
St<$ Writer
"We've always beat them and it's
never going to change," senior
Fly Halfback Paul Weltz said
after the Longwood University
Men's Rugby Club defeated
Hampden-Sydney College 55-0
last Saturday.
Although the team scored an
impressive victory, they had their
share of obstacles to overcome.
Hampden-Sydney
held
I.ongwood scoreless for the first
twenty-three minutes of the
game and gave up just 19 points
in the first half.
Senior Prop and team captain
Matthew Cullerton said, "We got
off to a little bit of a slow start.
We just had a lot of stupid things
at first including penalties and
missed
opportunities...
we
picked it up at the end of the
first half and in the second half."
Cullerton would lead the team,
scoring two tries for 10 points in
the victory.
•
Longwood scored 26 points in
the second half to maintain and
build their lead. With a comfortable margin over HampdenSydney, the men's team used the
second half to give valuable
experience to new players.
Rookie Eric Dodd, Outside
Center Back and senior, scored
his first career try early in the
second half. "It was definitely a

cool feeling," Dodd said, recalling his experience.
"Scott
Zavrel broke a long run down
the left sideline. Fifteen yards
out, he was caught and he
pitched it back to me. He did all
the work. I just got all the glory
for it," Dodd said.
With the win, the Longwood
University Men's Rugby Club
moves to 2-0 on the season,
heading into a game against divisional
opponent
Virginia
Commonwealth
University
(VCU) this Saturday.
Senior Brandon Pitts understands how the team must adapt
from Hampden-Sydney's style
of play to VCU's. "We didn't
have many tackles in the
Hampden-Sydney game because
we had the ball, but VCU will
run the ball more, so tackles are
more critical," Pitts said.
During their current winning
streak, Cullerton recognizes the
importance of team momentum. "We are steam rolling right
now. Last week was 20-5. This
week was 55-0. We want to
keep rolling," he said.
Join
the
Longwood
University Men's Rugby Club
for their first home game of the
season on Saturday, October 1.
The game will be held on the
field across from the Longwood
University golf course and is
scheduled to start at 1:00 p.m.

rest of the equipment including
uniforms and helmets. The team
had received a quote from Jimmy
Oliver
of
Commonwealth
I-acrosse who had worked with
Vaughn in setting up the Radford
team.
Vaughn and Halpin encourage
anyone interested in joining to
come to their next meeting.
Halpin acknowledged that potential players don't need any experience to join. In addition, the
organization is looking for managers to assist the team. Any students, or potential advisors, interested
should
email
Ryan
HalpHalpin at rphalpin(g)lonf>wood.edu.

Women s Rugbij
Falls to Maru,
Washington
Kyle Martin
Staff Writer
The
Longwood
University
Women's Rugby Club suffered a
heart-renching 70-0 defeat at the
hands of Mary Washington
College last Saturday. "We're a
young' team and we have a lot of
work to do," junior Back Kristina
Johnson said after the devestating
loss.
Mary Washington College
attacked Longwood early and
scored just two minutes and thirty seconds in the first half. The
Longwood women allowed 34
and 36 points respectively in the
two halves of the eighty minute
contest.
"We started off bad, but we
started to get better," club president and Scrum Half Mary
Pruter said.
Despite a lack of offensive
production, the team's defense
showed promise. The club held
Mary Washington College scoreless for twenty-one consecutive
minutes of the first half and
eighteen consecutive minutes of
the second half.
Injuries and a undersized
membership of around 20 players are constraints facing the club
when taking on experienced

QUICK HITS
Records:
Field Hockey
3-6
Men's Soccer 0 - 9
Women's Soccerl - 8

Sports Information

Home Games
Longwood University earned
its second-straight win in field
hockey Sunday, defeating
Robert Morris University 5-0
in Pennsylvania.
The Lancers improved their
record to 3-6 with their second
road win in two days following
Saturday's 3-2 triumph at Saint
Francis.
Longwood will play again
Saturday, October 2, back in
Pennsylvania at Saint Joseph's
University in Philadelphia.
1 .ongwood led just 1 -0 at the
intermission after junior Julie
Price scored an unassisted goal
early in the match at 2:26.
The Lancers added four
goals in the second half to
secure the victory.
LU goals came from junior
Sarah Hitchings at 41:27,
freshman Cherie Ratte at
59:11,
sophomore
Katie
Murphy at 61:59, and senior
Lorrie Watts at 64:32:
Hitchings also assisted on
Ratte's goal, while Price assisted Murphy's score, and sophomore Anne Hundley assisted
on Watts' goal.
Longwood took a completely dominating 32-0 advantage
in shots, and had a commanding 16-1 edge in penalty-corner
opportunities.

Senior keeper Julie Patterson
went the distance in front of
the cage for the Lancers while
posting her second shutout of
the season.
Robert Morris, now 0-8 on
the campaign, received 15 saves
from keeper Kate Dunlap who
also played the full 70 minutes.

teams like Mary Washington
College.
Senior Back Laurien Moes
said, "We do have a fairly new
team, but I think everybody's
working as hard as they can.
Even our injured players are trying sometimes harder than the
players that are healthy."
With the loss, the Longwood
Women's Rugby Club falls to 0-2
on the season. Regardless of
early season struggles, the team is
confident to gain momentum
against upcoming opponent
Radford University.
"We've played them in the past.
They usually are a good opponent," junior and Hooker Hollie

Witt said.
Veteran player Moes knows the
importance of analyzing her
upcoming opponent. "We will
look at their positives and negatives and review our notes. They
are good runners. That's something we've got to work on. They
try a lot less communicating.
They try more plays and that can
be a problem because they don't
know where they are on the field,"
she said.
Freshman Amanda Wilshirc
describes her unwavering teammates
with
one
word:
"Determination. We are determined to become better and work
harder."

This Week
Thursday
W. Soccer vs. Campbell,
7 pm

Saturday
W. Soccer vs. Liberty,
2 pm

Tuesday
W. Soccer vs. Barton,
6 pm

Players ol tne
Week
Field Hockey
Julie Price, 2 goals, 2
assists
Men's Soccer
Leon Malca, 1 goal
Women's Soccer
Anne Whitmore, 11
saves

Sports
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NFL Week Tkree
Patrick Sullivan

Sports Editor
The graves that teams are digging for themselves continue to
grow deeper. Although people
are not surprised by such performances out of teams like
Arizona, who came out short in
a kickers' duel against Atlanta,
and San Francisco, who was
destroyed by Seatdc, other
teams' lack of wins are more
shocking. The Chiefs, who possessed one of the most unstoppable offenses last year, are
uncharacteristically struggling
this year, losing against Houston
this week. Other less startlingly
winless
teams
are
the
Buccaneers, who fell to Warren
Sapp and the Raiders, and the
Dolphins, who only managed a
field goal in a loss to the Steelers.
Also surprising was the lack of
rushing in a meeting between
two teams renowned for their
ground attacks as the Broncos
edged out the Chargers. One of
the most heated and recently
lop-sided rivalries in football
continued as the Cowboys once

Men s Soccer Loses
Sports Information
Radford University took a 4-0
decision past host Longwood
University in the Lancers' first
home mens soccer match of
the season this evening at
Lancer Field. Junior Romain
Maudire notched two goals in
the game to help propel the
Highlanders to the victory.
Longwood (0-9) will be back in
action Sunday for a game
against West Virginia..
Radford (2-2-3) scored all
four goals in the first half of
the contest to earn the victory.
Maudire got the Highlanders on
the board 12 minutes into the
game when he scored on a double assist by junior Patrick Colas
and senior Sean Johnson.
Johnson then assisted on a goal
by Fernando Ramos at the
28:47 mark to push their lead to
2-0. Maudire and sophomore
Ramon Negron closed out the
scoring for the Highlanders at
the 36:53 and 41:00 minute
mark, respectively.
Freshman goalkeeper Matt
VanOekel made a season-high
13 saves.

again defeated the Redskins. In
another
lop-sided
rivalry
Duante Culpepper and the
Vikings stomped the Bears.
The explosive offensive
potential of both the Rams and
the Saints were seen as New
Orleans needed an extra seven
minutes to finish off St. Louis.
Former Ram Kurt Warner lead
the Giants to a decisive victory
over the Browns. The duo of
Donavon McNabb and Terrell
Owen continued to dominate as
the Eagles demolished the previously undefeated Lions. Jamal
Lewis finally returned to his old
form, running all over
Cincinnati in their loss to
Baltimore.
Player of the Week: Payton
Manning didn't need a second
half, but ended up throwing for
a total of 393 yards and 5 touchdowns in the Colts win over the
Packers.
Game of the Week: The
Jaguars continue to find ways to
walk away with jaw-dropping
wins as they improve to 3 - 0
after downing the Titans.

Julie Price Named
ECAC(Dl) Player
ohkeWeek
Sports Information
Junior Field
Hockey
midfielder
Julie Price's
contributions this
week to her
squad were
priceless,
scoring two
goals and assisted on two others
this past week to capture two big
wins. She tallied the game-winner in wins over St. Francis (Pa.)
and Robert Morris. Against
SFPA, she first contributed the
assist on the goal to tie the game
at 2-2 and then scored the gamewinner at the 48:27 mark. In the
5-0 victory over Robert Morris,
Price scored the first goal just
2:26 into the contest. She also
assisted on Longwood's fourth
goal of the game. For the season
.Price is second on the squad in
points (6), tied for first in goals
(2), and second in assists (2).
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Baseball Votes for Team in Washington
Joceph White
AP Sports Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) Baseball is returning to the
nation's capital for the first time
in 33 years, in the form of the
Montreal Expos. Major League
Baseball announced Wednesday
the team is moving to
Washington to begin play at
RFK Stadium in the 2005 season.
"After 30 years of waiting
and waiting and waiting and
lots of hard work and more
than a few prayers, there will be
baseball in Washington in
2005!"
Mayor
Anthony
Williams,
donning
a
Washington Senators cap, told a
jubilant news conference at the
City Museum.
The announcement came
one day before the 33rd
anniversary of the Washington
Senators' final game. The team
moved to Texas after the 1971
season, which was also the last
time a major league team
moved.
"It's a day when the sun is
setting in Montreal, but it's rising in Washington," Expos
president Tony Tavares told a
news conference at Olympic
Stadium in Montreal.
Relocation of the Expos is
subject to certain contingencies, including a vote by team
owners in November and passage of legislation by the
District of Columbia Council
to build a ballpark on the
Anacostia River waterfront in
southeast Washington, baseball
said.
"There has been tremendous
growth in the Washington,
D.C., area over the last 33 years,
and we in Major League
Baseball believe that baseball
will be welcomed there and will
be a great success," commissioner Bud Selig said.
The first home game will be
April 15 against the Arizona
Diamondbacks, according to
the draft 2005 schedule that has
been circulated to major league
teams. The team opens the season April 4 at Philadelphia,
according to the schedule.
Eager fans arrived early for
the
announcement
in
Washington. A petition was

being circulated to name the
team the "Washington Grays" in
tribute to the Homestead Grays,
a Negro League team that played
in Washington in the 1930s and
1940s.
Baseball has been looking for
a new home for the Expos since
the financially troubled team was
bought by the other 29 major
league owners in 2002.
Las Vegas; Norfolk, Va.;
Monterrey, Mexico; Portland,
Ore.; and Northern Virginia also
made bids, but Washington clearly took the lead during negotiations over recent weeks,
strengthened by its wealthy population base and a financial package that would build a new stadium primarily with taxpayers'
money.
A crucial hurdle was cleared
this week when baseball reached
an understanding with Baltimore
Orioles owner Peter Angelos,
who had previously objected to
having a team move just 40 miles
from the Orioles' Camden Yards
stadium.
Selig, in a conference call with
reporters, declined to give
specifics on the talks with
Angelos.
"There is equity on all sides,
and Peter has been treated fairly,"
Selig said.
Selig called the relocation an
"arduous, very, very difficult"
process.
"We don't" want to hurt existing franchises," the commissioner said. "On the other hand, we
want to go to the best place we
can go to."
With the announcement
made, the process of selling the
Expos starts.
A group that includes former
Rangers partner Fred Malek has
been seeking a Washington franchise for five years. In addition,
several baseball officials have
said in the past week that Stan
Kasten, former president of the
Adanta Braves, Hawks and
Thrashers, might be trying to
assemble a group.
"The sooner we have a new
owner, the better off we'll all
be," said Selig, adding that the
new owner will decide on the
team's name, uniforms and
spring training site.
Plans call for a 5440 million
package that would include the

new ballpark along the
Anacostia about a dozen blocks
south of the U.S. Capitol. The
package also includes a $13 million refurbishment of RFK, the
team's temporary home. The
money will come from a new
tax on the city's largest businesses, a tax on baseball-related
income and lease payments by
the team's new owners.
Anticipating critics from
those who say city funds
shouldn't be used for baseball,
Mayor Williams went on the
offensive to promote the team's
economic benefits.
"It's the team owners, business owners, the stadium users
who are paying for this - and
not one dime of a DC. resident
is covering this important
investment in our city,"
Williams said.
Washington needed confirmation from baseball this week
because the ballpark legislation
has to be introduced in the City
Council by Friday in order for it
to be passed by Dec. 31, when
terms expire for several probaseball council members.
Even now, some members of
the council think the deal might
not pass because it is perceived
as too generous to baseball in a
city that struggles to fund adequate schools and city services.
"I think everybody is excited
about baseball coming to the
District," Councilman Adrian
Fenty said. "Very few District
residents are excited about a full
subsidy to pay for this stadium.
... At the end of the day, you're
not going to have seven council
members support it."
The original Senators played
in Washington from 1901-60
before moving to Minnesota to
become the Twins.
The expansion Senators
called Washington home from
1961-71 before moving to
Texas and becoming the
Rangers.
Montreal's last home game
was Wednesday night against
Florida, the 2,786th for the
Expos in the city, according the
Elias Sports Bureau. That
includes 641 at Jarry Park,
where the team started play in
1969, and 2,145 at Olympic
Stadium, where the Expos
moved to in 1977.

Saturday October 2nd
OKTOBERFEST:
Featuring
Country Recording Artist

Dierks Bentley
Alternative Rock's

American Hi-Fi
Punk Artist

Homegrown
Hip Hop Group

The Fuzz Band
Classic Rock Cover Band

: Traffic On The Backbone j
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Tjve Festivities:
ATCA- Off YovR omBFRfKTwmtM w sme

Hay Ritfes
U/e liave a fuH-house tVis year!

Horseback Ri^es

ACT AfoU/ |t> for Ae 2005-200* seW year.

Hot Dogs, HamWgers, antj Qsuesatfiflas

Come in early to reserve your new jwtfj an*f enjoy

Scores

tWe great specials:

SpiceJ Hot Apple Cijer

*fo APPLICATION fEF
(tfcfs day only!)

Live Iwsic Uj Tray Epps

GROUPS 6ffW/R THAT SKW A12
16A/TH LEASE lA/ILL RECEIVE A
fREE /^OAHU Of RENT!

Prizes anj more!

.....—..■...—,—-

Bring yourself ar*J your friends to
t^e most amazing (and fR££j
OfcfcWrfest KMc-Off Party in farmville!
^et your new place...
5et Some free food...
An«f let Ae festivities begin!

Sunchase Apartments
501 Sunchase Boulevard
Farmville, VA 23901
434-392-7440
_^^ .
r<

New!AIM SunchaseBuzz

^V www.sunchase-longwood.com ^Mfcjfcl
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